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Get off–line, turn off Spotify and read this
book! You’ll get through it in less time than many
of us spend on Facebook each day, but this book
will do you lasting good. Tim Chester writes
honestly and urgently about both the potential
and pitfalls of social media, calling us back to the
3D relationships we were created for. Like.
Dave Gobbett, Lead Minister, Highfields Church, Cardiff.
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It’s striking, given the amount of time that
many of us spend communicating with others
online, how few of us have stopped to reflect on
why we do so? This great little book will help you
do just that, exposing wrong motives and showing
us how faith in Christ challenges and changes the
way we engage with others online.
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Tim Chester is always insightful, and this little
book is no exception. Wise, gracious, challenging
and thoughtful, it will benefit anyone who uses
social media. First class.
Andrew Wilson, Teaching Pastor, King’s Church, London.

Do you check Facebook lots of times every day
and wait expectantly for the little red notification
signs? If so, this book is for you. It encourages us
to think about how we can use Facebook (and
other social media) in a way that keeps God at the
centre of our lives, and glorify him not ourselves.
A challenging and helpful read.
Sarah Bradley, Youth Minister and Keswick Youth Leader.

This book is concise, insightful, challenging and
compelling. If social media is something that you,
or those around you, are engaged with, you’d do
well to un–plug for a while and plug–in to what Tim
has to say on the matter. Uncomfortable truths
are presented alongside wise, gracious advice.
Above all we are repeatedly pointed to Jesus and
encouraged to live real lives, rooted in genuine
community and marked by the gospel. Like.
Dai Hankey, Church Planter and Author.
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+1 What’s the Problem?
When Facebook launched on the NASDAQ stock
exchange in May 2012, it was valued at over 100
billion dollars. Not bad for a company that had
only been in existence for eight years. In June
2017 it had over 2 billion active users – about a
third of the entire planet. It is clearly offering its
users something significant.
Facebook is itself part of the wider phenomenon
of social networking – the use of the Internet not
just to find information, but also to connect with
people. Social networking has rapidly become a
central feature of the lives of many people today.
Ninety-seven per cent of people aged between 16
and 65 with Internet access have used a social
network over the past month. That’s virtually all
of us.
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Social networking brings many benefits.

Every minute of every day there are:1
r NJMMJPOTFBSDIFTPO(PPHMF
r  QIPUPTBEEFEUP*OTUBHSBN
r PWFSNJMMJPOUFYUTTFOU
r  OFXUXFFUT

One of my colleagues is from Australia. Looking
over his shoulder in the office last week, I saw a
video of his 2-year-old son. His wife had taken it
moments before on her iPhone and then emailed
it to the grandparents, copying in my colleague.

r PWFSIBMGBNJMMJPOQIPUPTTIBSFEWJB4OBQDIBU

New technologies are enabling people to keep in

r PWFSNJMMJPOWJEFPTXBUDIFEPO:PV5VCF

touch over long distances.

r OFXTPOHTBEEFEUP4QPUJGZ
r  6CFSKPVSOFZT
r b TQFOUPO"NB[PO

In the early days of email, our church was involved
JOTFOEJOHNJTTJPOBSJFTUP"[FSCBJKBO*SFNFNCFS
a prayer meeting in which we prayed for the wife

r PWFSNJMMJPOTQBNFNBJMT

because she was struggling with a headache. We

r QBHFFEJUTPO8JLJQFEJB

were all awed by the fact that we were praying for

Every minute.

their prayer needs in much the same way as we

And I know this because I found the information
online.

were praying for the needs of one another. Instead
of having to wait weeks at a time for letters that
TVNNBSJ[FE NPOUIT PG OFXT  XF XFSF BCMF UP

Benefits
There is much that is good about this. New technologies reflect humanity’s God-given, Godlike
creativity. God gave us a mandate to take his
world and invent, create, produce.
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pray for them in real time. Now texts, emails,
blogs, Twitter and Skype enable missionaries to
keep in constant touch with sending churches.
These things may not replace face-to-face
contact, but they are a big improvement on
occasional letters.
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